Elvis Presley tribute act
Garry Foley from Poole

ELVIS

The
King
of Dorset
The second most popular Elvis tribute artist in Europe, Garry Foley is hoping that his
rhinestone flares, perfect quiff and hip-swivelling act will win him a ticket to Memphis
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lvis has left the building. I
know this for a fact because
he’s running down the road
behind me resplendent in
rhinestone-studded Vegasstyle jumpsuit and he’s waving a
photographic reflector that we’ve
accidentally left on his sofa.
No it’s not Graceland. This is a neat
housing estate on the outskirts of Poole
and I’m afraid it’s not really Elvis either but
leading Dorset tribute act Garry J. Foley. I
wonder what the neighbours must think to
see the king of rock ’n’ roll glammed up in a
painstaking replica of his famous ‘Aloha
From Hawaii’ stage costume legging it
down the road, flares flapping in the
breeze. I check for twitching nets. Not a
curtain moves. Great British reserve is
clearly fully engaged.
But then as Garry told me earlier, as we
chatted in his front room, his neighbours
are used to the sight of him in full Elvis
garb. “If it’s a local gig I tend to get changed
here rather than at the show,” he explained.
“It’s not that unusual to see me getting in
the car in my jumpsuit. Mind you I’m not
sure what the police would think if they
ever pulled me over.”
You don’t have to spend long with Garry
to realise that attention to detail is
everything. Even though he’s only been
‘Elvis’ for six years, he takes it very
seriously and is currently Europe’s second
most popular Presley tribute performer. In
July he will compete for the chance to fly to
Memphis and earn a place among the top
ten Elvis acts in the world.
Garry, a cheery 45-year-old, says he
doesn’t want to appear elitist. “I wouldn’t
knock anyone who does Elvis down their
local on a Friday night and gets his
jumpsuits off eBay. It’s all about a love of
the music and that’s great but at the level I
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No it’s not Graceland.
This is a neat housing
estate on the outskirts
of Poole
There's a guy lives down the road who swears he's Elvis
am at things get very competitive.
When I came second in the European
competition last year one of the judges was
Charles Stone who was Elvis’s tour
manager throughout the Seventies. These
people know exactly what they’re looking
for. My opponents are at the top of their
game.”
Garry is already three years older than
Elvis was when he died. He is also in
considerably better shape and works hard
to look the part. He shows me the
extraordinary detail on his costume, the
rings, the necklace, the aviator shades -

everything copied from photographs,
books, CD covers and DVD footage. He has
six magnificent jumpsuits bought from a
specialist supplier in the States costing
more than $3,000 each. Even his Elvis wig,
sourced from a Canadian supplier, is top of
the range and cost £850. “It’s one of the
best you can get. It’s very specific.”
Garry has also forked out considerable
sums for anything Elvis-related that might
score points with the judges’ eye. He shows
me the pendant around his neck. “It’s
about detail. This is the necklace Elvis wore
with this suit. If I wore a different one I
>
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would be marked down.” He rummages
around before producing an Electro Voice
ER 15 microphone still in its case - Elvis’s
mic of choice. “It cost me an absolute
fortune but it’s worth it.”
Fresh back from the gym, Garry clearly
needs to keep those suits fitting just right.
Not for him the midnight feasts of peanut
butter pancakes and cheeseburgers that
saw Elvis’ weight balloon to a reputed 23
stones before his untimely death.
However the news of Elvis’s death at his
Memphis mansion Graceland, back in 1977,
didn’t make a huge impact on the eight
year old Garry.
“My wife Tracy was far more effected.
She was only a kid at the time of course but
apparently came running down stairs
crying her eyes out saying Elvis was dead.
Her mum tried to comfort her but Tracy
was inconsolable. She said: ‘No, you don’t
understand I was going to marry him’.
Little did she know!”
Garry’s entry into the world of Elvis
Presley tribute acts was a little
unconventional. A keen am-dram
performer he spent several years with the
Poole and Parkstone Theatre Company
hoofing across the stage in shows like Mac
and Mabel and The Hot Mikado.
Although he’d always loved Elvis’s music
Garry had never considered appearing as
him until half-a-dozen years ago when his
wife’s boss asked if he’d appear as The King
in part of her Vegas themed wedding. Garry
loved every moment and has never looked
back. He admits he relishes dressing up,
showing off and performing.
“I’m no shrinking violet,” he tells me.
Coming from man with an orange face,
jet-black hair, aviator glasses and a suit that
looks as though it has been designed by
aliens, this is quite amusing.
He insists there are two distinct aspects
to his life as an Elvis tribute act. One is
entertaining the public.
“I love interacting with the audience. For
many it’s the closest thing they will ever
experience to a real Elvis show. It’s
important to them. They want to have their
photograph taken with me. So, whereas
some tributes just get changed and go
home, I’m happy to stay behind and talk to
the fans.”
The other aspect he says is doing credit
to the music. “With a band behind me I just
love delivering as authentic a performance
as I possibly can.” ■
Garry J. Foley will compete in the European leg
of the 2014 Ultimate Elvis Tribute Artist Contest
in Blackpool on 4 - 6 July. The winner of the
contest will then represent Europe’s Tribute to
Elvis in the finals in Memphis later this year.
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Garry in his painstaking
copy of the famous Aloha
From Hawai stage costume

He has six magnificent jumpsuits bought from a
specialist supplier in the States costing more than
$3,000 each. Even his Elvis wig is top of the range

Detail from one of Garry's Las Vegas jump suits
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